
MODEL PAPER 2011-12 
GENERAL ENGLISH 

XTH  
TIME : 3 HRS.        MM. 100 
Instructions: 
1. Read all the questions carefully and then answer then. 
2. Marks of each question are indicated against it. 
3. Section A consists of reading and has 3 unseen passage of 15 marks each. 
4. Section B consists of writing and note making and carries 20 marks each. 
5. Section C consists of grammer and translation and carries 20 marks each. 
6. Section D is from your text book and carries 45 marks each. 

SECTION 'A'  

Q.1 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below : 

 Work is worship and unless we treat it as such, neither we nor our country will 

progress. There is nothing to be ashamed of doing work. Some people feel that 

it is below their dignity to do certain jobs. It is said that a foreign diplomat 

once visited Abraham Lincoln when he was president of America. As the 

visitor went in, he found the great president polishing his shoes. Shocked at 

what he saw, the diplomat asked him whether he himself polished his shoes. 

President Lincoln asked, "Why, who polished yours ? "The great Ishwar 

Chandra Vidya Sagr carried the luggage of a snobbish young man when the 

latter was looking around for a porter to carry the light luggage he had. 

Mahatma Gandhi too teaches us about dignity of work. Lets follow the 

examples of great people and realise that labour is dignifying and should be 

equated with worship. 

 Questions: 
 A) According to the passage whose example should we follow ? 

 01 

 i) Our own 

 ii) Others 

 iii)_ Great People's 

 B) Supply a word from the passage for 'praying to god'  

 01 



 C) Why was the foreign diplomat shocked ?    

 01 

 D) Who carried the luggage of the young man ?   

 01 

 E) What does Mahatma Gandhi teach us ?    

 01 

Q.2 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below : 

 Many people dance simply to have fun or to entertain others. But dancing also 

serves many other purposes. For many people dancing provides one of the 

most personal and effective means of communication. A dancer can express 

such feelings as joy, anger or helplessness without saying a word. Many 

schools and private studies offer classes in modern dance. These classes 

encourage students to express themselves through rhythmic movement. The 

field of dance therapy uses modern dance to treat physically handicapped and 

emotionally disturbed people. Through out human history dancing has been 

used in worship. Prehistoric people probably made up religious dances to gain 

the favour of gods. Many Indian tribes danced while appealing for rain and 

crops. 

 Question: 

 a) Why do most people dance      

 01 

  i) to have fun 

  ii) to earn money 

  iii) to remain healthy 

 b) Which word in the passage means treatment ?   

 01 

 c) List at least two purposes which dancing serves.   

 01 

 d) What role do the dancing schools and private school play ? 

 01 



 e) How is dance therapy helpful ?     

 01 

 

Q.3 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below : 

 Let us be human 

  Two hungry dogs lingered behind me 

 I thought they wanted meal.   

  My friend shooed them away 

 They went but slowly in dismay 

  I told my friend that it was wrong 

 As they trotted and stayed along 

  As the dog went away 

 They stopped to talk and pray 

  They seemed to be lost deep in thought 

 What nature and destiny for them had brought 

  I wondered what they were thinking of us 

 The masters of the world, the conquerors of the earth 

  Can't we love and live with nature 

 Can't we help these speechless creatures ? 

  Question: 

 a) How many dogs lingered behind the poet ?    

 01 

  i) One 

  ii) Two 

  iii) Three 

 b) Find out the word from the poem that means to go with quick and 

steady  

  pace:         

 01 



 c) What did his friend do ?   .   

 01 

 d) What did the dogs do after that ?      

 01 

 e) What thoughts arose in the mind of the poet ?   

 01 

SECTION 'B' 

Q.4 Write a letter to your friend inviting him to attend your birthday party. 

 06 

Or 

 Write an application to your principal to issue you course books from the book 
bank. 
 
Q.5 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below : 

 Early rising leads to health and happiness. The man who rises late, can have 

little rest in the course of the day. Anyone who lies in bed late is compelled to 

work till a late hour in the evening. He has to go without the morning exercise 

which is so necessary for his health. In spite of all his efforts his work will not 

produce as good results as that of the early riser. The reason for this is that he 

can not take advantage of refreshing hours in the morning. Some people say 

that the quiet hour of midnight is the best time for working.  

  Several great writers say that they can write best only when they burn 

the midnight oil. Yet it is true that few men have a clear brain at midnight 

when the body needs rest and sleep. Those who work at that time soon ruin 

their health. Bad health must, in the long run, have a bad effect on the quality 

of their work. 

 Questions: 
 A) On the basis of reading make notes and supply a title.  

 03 
 B) Prepare a summary of the passage     

 03 



Q.6 With the help of points given below write a short paragraph on "A Visit to a 
historical place"         
  08 

 i) Visited Agra 
 ii) Wish to see Taj 
 iii) The beauty of the Tajmahal - Symbol of love. 

Or 
 Look at the following picture. Write article in not more than 80 words on 

"Road Accident" 

Or 

 Write an essay on any one of the following topics : 

 i) My hobby 

 ii) Wonders of science 

 iii) Any Match 

 iv) Great Leader 

SECTION 'C' 

Q.7 (A) Wants/the race/she/ to win 

 (Rearrange the words to form a meaningful sentence)   

 01 

 (B) The students_____________________ at this moment (Play)  



 (Fill in the blanks with the suitable form of the verb given in bracket) 

 01 

 (C) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct word   

 08 

 (i) Sheetal_______________ have done her homework (can/may) 

 (ii) Gagan_______________late every day. (come/comes) 

 (iii) Look_______________ you leap (before/after) 

 (iv) The sun rises in ___________east (an/the) 

 (v) I met Hari __________he came in my town (where/when) 

 (vi) We do not take dinner at home _______________sunday (in/on) 

 (vii) Strike________________the iron is hot. (while/as soon as/before) 

 (viii) Both pens are good give me _____________________ (some/any/few) 

Q.8 Do as Directed (Any five)       

 05 

 1) She takes coffee.  

  (change into interrogative) 

 2) He is so poor that he cannot pay his fee. 

  (Rewrite using too..........to) 

 3) She made a doll.  

  (Change into passive voice) 

 4) We must obey our teachers 

  (Rewrite using have got to + verb) 

 5) She will buy a new house 

  (Rewrite the sentence using going to + verb) 

 6) She cannot attend the class___________________she is ill. 

  (so, while, because) 

 7) Children must avoid _________________bad company. 

  (Use correct form of the verb 'keep') 

 



Q.9 Translate into English (Any five)      

 05 

 1& og iarx mM+k jgk FkkA 

 2& ge eSp thr pqds FksA 

 3& og d{k esa gSA  

 4& 'kqHke lqcg ls miU;kl i< jgk gSA 

 5& bZekunkjh loksZRre uhfr gSA 

 6& eSa dy bankSj tkmaxkA 

 7& jke i= fy[krk gSA 

 

Q.10 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below : 

 That night, I was sleeping in the passage room. When I woke up in the 

morning I found my elder brother's blanket on me added to mine. Early at 

dawn he had left for the fields without a blanket on his shoulders if he had 

been asked why, he would have surely said in his usual manner that he did not 

feel the cold. Now I have a comfortable income. yet it had never occurred to 

me to think of buying any warm clothes for my elder brother. 

 Questions :         

 05 

 a) 'The time of day when light first appears' is called - 

 i) Morning 

 ii) Dawn 

 iii) Day 

 b) From which lesson has he extract been taken ?  

 c) Give the name of the writer of the lesson. 

 d) What had never occurred to him ? 

 



 

Q.11 Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions given below : 

 The day of the race dawned. It turned out to be a close race. Towards the end 

Mamta caught up with the champion. Her eyes were fixed at the finish line. 

Like Arjun in the Mahabharat aiming at the fish's eyes, Mamta could see 

nothing else. And in the end she did win, though by a couple of seconds only. 

It was so unexpected that there was a moments silence all round as she crossed 

the finishing line. Even the judges on the field were surprised that someone 

looking so frail and delicate could run so fast. 

  

  Questions :        

 05 

 a) The meaning of 'frail' is : 

 i) Weak and thin 

 ii) Fat & strong 

 iii) Fat and thin 

 b) Arjun was aiming at: 

 i) The fish 

 ii) The fish's eye 

 iii) The fish's heart 

 c) By what margin did Mamta win the race. 

 i) a couple of seconds ii) a couple of minutes iii)  a second 

 d) Why were the judges surprised ? 

 

Q.12 How did Mahatma Gandhi and Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru pay tribute to Shaheed-E-

Azam?  

Or 

 Write a short note on the sacrifice of babulies elder brother.  

 06 

 



Q.13 Describe the qualities of Rana Pratap.     

 04 

Or 

 Describe the thoughts of Bhama shah about his motherland ? 
 



Q.14  Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions given below :

 03 

 I saw different things you did, 

 But always you yourself hid 

 I felt you push, I heard you call, 

 I could not see yourself at all. 

 Questions :           

 a) About whom is poet talking ? 

 i) The Sky 

 ii) The Wind 

 b) The other word for 'always' is 

 i) Every 

 ii) Ever 

 (c) Name the poet. 

Q.15 Who is noble, brave and wise ?      

 03 

Or 

 What does 'light' stands for in the poem ? 
 
 
Q.16 What lies in the heart of children ?      

 02 

Or 

 What does the wind always do ? 
 
Q.17 What does the poet want in place of greed for wealth ?   

 02 

Or 

 What does nature bring and not destroy ? 
 
Q.18 Explain "United we stand, divided we fall" ?    

 07 



Or 

 Discuss "Success in life depends on good health". 
 
Q.19 Who was Alfred Nobel ?       

 02 

Or 

 What kinds of friends are hard to find ? 
 
Q.20 In what places malaria  does not occur ?     

 02 

Or 

 What was the cart carrying ? 
 
Q.21 What was Napoleon Motto ?       

 02 

Or 

 What are the children doing on a shining day ? 
 
Q.22 Who founded the Red Cross society and when ?    

 02 

Or 

 How did the dove  help the drowning bee ? 



MODEL ANSWER  2011-2012 
GENERAL ENGLISH 

2011-12 
XTH  

TIME : 3 HRS.         MM. 
100 

SECTION 'A'  

Ans.1.  (iii) Great People        

 1 

 B) Worship        

 1 

 C) The foreign diplomat was shocked to see Abraham Lincoln, the great 

 president, polishing his own shoes.     

 1 

 D) Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar carried the luggage of the young man 

 1 

 E) Mahatma Gandhi teaches us the dignity of work.   

 1 

 1) For each correct answer the student will get one mark 5x1 = 5    

Ans.2   a) i) to have fun       

 1 

 b) Therapy        

 1 

 c) (i) To entertain others      

 1 

  (ii) Treat physically handicapped and emotionally disturbed people.

 1  

 d) Many schools and private schools encourage students to express 

themselves  through rhythmic movement.     

 1  



 e) Dance therapy uses modern dance to treat physically handicapped and 

 emotionally disturbed people.      

 1  

 2) For each correct answer the student will get one mark 5x1 = 5 

Ans.3 a) ii) Two        

 1 

 b) Trot         

 1 

 c) His friends shooed them away.      

 1 

 d) The dogs went away.       

 1  

 e) The thoughts arose in the mind was what the dogs had been thinking 

about  them.         

 1 

 3) For each correct answer the student will get one mark 5x 1 = 5 

 

SECTION 'B' 

Ans.4 Write a letter to your friend inviting him on your birthday party.  

 06 

 62, M.G. Road 
 Indore (M.P.) 
 March 20, 20....... 
 
 Dear Raju, 
 
 I hope you are quite well and ok there. You know my birthday falls on 25th 

March. This year too I wish to spend it with friends like you. A birthday party 
is arranged on this day at Shri Ram Garden at 7.00 P.M. 

 Please do come and also bring your parents. 
 Rest on meeting. 
 
 Yours as ever 
 Deepak 
  



Or 
 

 Write an application to your principal to issue you course books from the book 
bank. 
 
 To, 
 The Principal 
 Govt. Boys H.S. School 
 Indore (M.P.)  

 Sub: Application for issuing books from the book bank. 
 
 Sir, 
  With due respect I request that my parents are unable to purchase books 

for me. 
  So, kindly issue me course books from the book bank of the school. I 

shall return the books in good condition at the end of the session. 
  Thanks 

 Yours Obediently 

 Rajesh 

 Sept. 12, 20......... 

 Letter/Application 
 1. Salutation 
 2. Address  02 
 3. Content/ Body 03 
 4. Subscription  01 
5. EARLY RISING        

 03 

 1. Advantages/Benefits 

 1.1 Good health 

 1.2 Happiness 

 2. Late Riser 

 2.1 Unable to complete work 

 2.2 Little rest 

 2.3 No morning exercise 

 3. Exception 

 3.1 Some people/writers write best at midnight. 

 3.2 Yet in long run it ruins health and quality of work. 



(b) EARLY RISING 

(c) SUMMARY :         

 03 

  Early rising has many advantages such as good health, happiness and 

proper rest. Late risers get little rest and no morning exercise. Their work is 

incomplete usually. However some writers find they can write best during 

midnight. Yet it ruins their health and quality of work in the long run.  

Ans.5 Note making    02 

 Title    01 

 Summary   03 

 

Ans.6     WONDERS OF SCIENCE     

1- INTRODUCTION   

2- SCIENTIFIC INVENTION   02 

3- MEANS OF COMMUNICATION 

4- MEDICINE AND SURGERY 

5- COMPUTERS 

6- DISADVANTAGES OF SCIENCE  04 

7- CONCLUSION    02 

 

 

 

1- INTRODUCTION   

  It is the age of science. There are many wonders of science. Science 

plays an important part in our daily life. It has made our life easier and 

comfortable. 

 

2- SCIENTIFIC INVENTION    

  Scientists have invented several things and machines big and small. 

Electricity is the greatest invention of science. It runs our factories, mills and 



factories, It cools and keeps our houses warm. It washes our clothes. It gives 

us cool air and entertains us through Cinema, T.V. and Radio. Modern life is 

impossible without electricity. 

 

3- MEANS OF COMMUNICATION 

  Buses, cars, trains, ships and aeroplanes on the greatest contributions of 

science. Man can reach any part of the world within hours. He has even 

reached the other planets with the help of science. 

 

4- MEDICINE AND SURGERY 

  Science has not only cured man from terrible diseases, it has 

lengthened his age also. Science has done wonders. Heart surgery and heart 

transplantation have become ordinary things now a days. Science has 

controlled incurable diseases like T.B. and Cancer. 

 

5- COMPUTERS 

  Computers are the great and wonderful inventions of science. They 

make complex and complicated calculations in a fraction of a second. They 

help in controlling several machines, rockets, TV Stations and satellites. 

 

 

 

6- DISADVANTAGES OF SCIENCE   

  Science has a dark side. The invention and production of atom bombs 

and other dangerous weapons are a great threat to the existence of humanity in 

the world. These can destroy the world within seconds. Big factories, mills and 

other machines have polluted the atmosphere.  

 

7- CONCLUSION 



  Science is a great helper to modern man. If properly used it can make 

the life of man healthier and happier. Truly it is because of science that man is 

called the master of the world. 

 

 Short para or visual description  - 08 marks 

Or 

 An Essay  

 Introduction   02 

 Content   04 

 Conclusion   02 

 



MY HOBBY 

 
1- INTRODUCTION   

2- KINDS OF HOBBY 

3- MY HOBBY 

4- ITS ADVANTAGES 

5- CONCLUSION 

ANY MATCH 

 
1- INTRODUCTION   

2- MY FAVOURITE GAME               

3- THE MATCH 

4- RESULT OF THE MATCH 

5- CONCLUSION 

 

ANY GREAT LEADER 

 
1- HIS EARLY LIFE   

2- HIS EDUCATION               

3- HIS POLITICAL LIFE 

4- HIS GREATNES AND CONTRIBUTION 

 



SECTION 'C' 

Ans.7 Fill in the blanks (01 mark for each) 

 (A) She wants to win the race.       

 01 

 (B) The students are playing at this moment     

 01 

 (C) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct work   

 08 

 (i) may 

 (ii) comes 

 (iii) before 

 (iv) the  

 (v) when 

 (vi) on 

 (vii) while 

 (viii) any 

 7) For each correct answer the student will get 8 x 1 = 8 
 

Ans.8 Do as Directed (Any five)       

 05 

 1) Does she take coffee ? 

 2) He is too poor to pay his fee. 

 3) A doll was made by her. 

 4) We have got to obey our teachers 

 5) She is going to buy a new house 

 6) Because 

 7) Keeping 

 8) For each correct answer the student will get 5 x 1 = 5 
 

Ans.9 Translate into English (Any five)      

 05 



 1- He was flying a kite. 

 2- We had won the match 

 3- He is in the room. 

 4- Shubham has been reading a novel since morning. 

 5- Honesty is the best policy. 

 6- I shall go to Indore tomorrow. 

 7- Ram writes a letter. 

 9) For each correct translated sentences the student will get 5 x 1 = 5 

 

Ans.10 (a) Dawn 

 (b) Tribute 

 c) Das Benhur 

 d) It had never occurred to him to buy any warm cloth for his elder 

brother. 

 10) For each correct objective answer the student will get 3 x 1 = 3 

 

Ans.11 a) Weak and thin 

 b) The fish's eye 

 d) The judges were surprised that someone looking so frail and delicate 

could run  so fast. 

 11) For correct content the student will get 2 marks. 

 

Ans.12 a) Gandhiji Said "It has increased our power for winning freedom for 

which Bhagat Singh and his comrades died ". Pt. Nehru said "Their 

Magnificent courage and sacrifice has been an inspiration to the youth of 

India.  

Or 

 Babuli's elder brother was a noble and large hearted man. Like a perfect 

gentleman he was looking at the proceedings dispassionately. He was calm 



and composed. He put his wrist watch among the things of household. He was 

sincere to his duties. 

 12) Correct content  = 04 

  Correct structure = 02 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans.13  Rana Pratap was a great patriot and a brave man who fought bravely 

with Akabar. His army and funds compelled him to leave Mewar. Still he 

wanted to regain the freedom of his motherland, with Bhama Shah he 

reattacked Akbar, fought bravely and sacrificed his life for his motherland. 

Or 

  Bhama Shah loved his motherland Mewar very much. He was thankful 

to the grand and generous rule of Mewar that great prosperity attended all his 

family. When he knew the difficulties which Rana Pratap was suffering from, 

he did not hesitate a minute to lay down all his wealth at the feet of Rana. This 

shows his nobility, patriotism and spirit of sacrifice. He had a noble character.  

 13) Correct content  = 03 

  Correct sentence structure = 01 

 

Ans 14  a) Wind 

 b) Ever 

 (c) Virginia Wolf 

 14) For correct 3 x 1 = 3  

Ans.15  A person who firmly tries to conquer and rule himself is noble, brave and 

wise. 

OR 



 'Light' stands for 'knowledge' in the poem.  

15) 2 marks should be given for correct content  

 1 mark should be given for correct sentence structure. 

Ans.16  The birds and sunshine lie in the hearts of children. 

OR 

 The wind always hides itself. 
 
16) For correct content = 02  
 
 
 
 
Ans.17   He wants the common love of good in place of greed for wealth. 

OR 

 Nature brings  knowledge and beautiful things and man destroyes them by his 

meddling intellect. 

17) For correct content = 02 

 

Ans.18  It is an admitted fact that union or cooperation is strength and division is 

weakness. A united family, a united community, a united society, a united 

nation is strong. All those who are divided are weak. If the members of a 

football team play together and co-operate they will form a strong tem 

otherwise they will never win. Thus 'United we stand, divided we fall." 

Or 

 Success in life depends on good health. Our body should be kept fit by 

cleanliness, fresh air, regular habids and suitable recreation. It is our duty to 

keep ourselves healthy and strong in body, mind and soul. We should avoid 

activities which sap our strength. We should choose a well balanced life in 

diet, action and thought. 

18) For relevant content = 05 

 Sentence structure = 02 

 



Ans.19   He was a Swedish Chemist. 

Or 

 Faithful friends are hard to find  
 
19) For relevant content = 02 

 

Ans 20   Malaria does not occur in dry and desert places. 

Or 

 It was carrying man and load. 
 
20) For relevant content = 02 

 

 

Ans.20   His motto was 'Divide and Conquer' 

or 

 They play round the sunny garden on a shining day 
 
 

Ans.21  Sir Henri Durant founded the Red Cross society in 1863. 

Or 

 The dove dropped a leaf in the water before bee. It climbed on leaf and flew 
away. 
 
 

 


